The Captain’s Buried Treasure, Part 2

The first map didn’t lead to treasure... it lead to a second map. Arrrrr! Follow the second map’s directions to uncover buried... something better, hopefully! In this challenge, you will practice navigating with multiple sensors and Move Until behaviors.

Rules and Procedure

1. You must follow the steps on the treasure map in order. Skipping steps is not allowed (See Below).
2. Your robot must avoid the hazards on the board. You must restart your run if your robot collides with anything or enters any hazard area!
3. Beat the challenge by avoiding all the hazards, and having your robot stop on top of the final X!
   - Follow the river (blue tape) “South” until the waterfall (2), but don’t go over the edge!
   - Move “West” until you reach a single palm tree. Touch the tree (3) to open the secret passage.
   - Move through the secret passage, but don’t touch the walls or you might set off a trap!
   - Stop on the X (4).

Note: Diagrams are not drawn to scale